ABSTRACT Monte Carlo simulation is a precise method to model light propagation in bio-tissues and has been considered the golden standard to estimate the result of other computation methods. But the huge computation burden limited the application. In this paper, we propose a parallel computing model using graphic card to accelerate the Monte Carlo simulation in 3-D voxelized media with the consideration of internal refraction. Optimization of the parallel mode is made by using segmentations and offered an extra boost of simulation speed. The acceleration efficiency affecting factors are investigated and the acceleration rate of the five segmented model is 32.6 times higher than non-GPU model and 1.66 times higher than non-optimized model for a real human head 3-D structure simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Calculation of light propagation in bio-tissues plays an important role for bio-optical imaging and spectroscopy applications [1] , [2] . Among all bio-optical modeling methods, Monte Carlo (MC) methods are the most accurate and golden standard calculation model by now since it can deal with complex tissue structures and is compatible for both high and low scattering media. It is widely used to visualize light distribution [3] , [4] , predict instrumental detection result [5] , [6] , and validate result of other computation models [7] . The Monte Carlo model for bio-optics has been evolving for two decades. The first Monte Carlo simulation model for general case of mixed absorption and scattering was introduced by Wilson in 1983 [8] , based on radiation interactions. After the amendment of anisotropic scattering and internal refraction by Prahl et al. [9] , the most wildly accept and used model is developed by Wang et al. [10] , with a software package named MCML, for multiply layered structures. Afterwards, Boas et al. developed a 3-D simulation code 'tMCimg' on voxelized model [11] . Li et al. [12] reported a triangle mesh 3-D simulation platform 'MOSE', and Margallo-Balbás et al. developed a triangle model com-
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bined with an octree organization [13] . Our group also reported a voxelized 3-D Monte Carlo simulation model with consideration of internal refraction [14] .
The major drawback of MC methods is that the heavy computation burden lead to long computation time and this severely limited the range of applicability. To overcome this disadvantage, varies acceleration methods are proposed. Parallel computation is the most preferred approach since the movements of photons inside tissue are intrinsically independent. Many-integrated core CPU architecture [15] and cloud computation [16] are reported but expensive hardware or sophisticated designed environment are needed. Graphic card, as a reasonable prized and practical easy to get and use hardware, is more widely used for parallel computation applications in recent years, along with the development of general-purpose graphic card coding platform such as compute unified device architecture (CUDA) [17] . Graphic card acceleration can be implemented on either a simple desktop computer with normal graphic card or cloud servers with sophisticated mixture hardware platform and it needs only relatively slight modification of original code. Alerstam et al. firstly reported that GPU-based simulation tool can achieve massive speedup over traditional CPU code for homogeneous structures [18] . Yusoff [21] developed a CUDA based version of 'MOSE', which uses triangle mesh model. The reported acceleration rate for GPU accelerated MC models decreases from 1000 times to 10 times with the increasing bio-tissue structure complexity. The main reason may be the capability of single instruction multi data (SIMD) architecture of GPU cores [21] . The mechanism of SIMD is briefly described as that only data processed by the same code branch can run spontaneously. And the synchronization mechanism in CUDA environment is designed as that the running time of one parallel computation is defined by the slowest thread. Under these restrictions, the optimization of parallel mode design is tricky, but the result can benefit not only this specific model but also Monte Carlo models for other purpose.
In this paper, we implemented a parallel computing version of 3-D voxelized Monte Carlo simulation model considering internal reflections called aMCVM with modified parallel mode. Optimization of the parallel mode is made by analyzing the utilization efficiency of the threads and parallel mechanism to achieve an extra speed boost. Real human head structure model from visible Chinese human (VCH) digital library is used to validate the acceleration model by comparing the results with MCVM simulation. 
II. METHODS

A. GRAPHIC CARD ACCELERATED PARALLEL MC MODEL
The parallel Monte Carlo simulation on 3-D voxelized media is modeled as shown in Fig. 1 . The central processing unit (CPU) starts the simulation process with loading the structure information, tissues optical properties and light source information from input files. Together with the system time related random number seed for parallel random number generator (RNG), the host calls the graphic processing unit to start the CUDA grid which controls a series of threads to simulate photon propagation independently and simultaneously. In each thread, RNG states are firstly initialized, and then photon states are also copied to device local memory and device global memory according to their size. With the energy weight, position and direction information, every thread begins to simulate the migration of one single photon package until it is totally absorbed or flows out of the tissue boundary. Since the limitation of computational and storage capability of GPU, only part of the expected photon packages can be lunched at one time, so after all threads finished simulation, necessary information are transferred back to host, recorded and then repeat from RNG seed generation, until all photon package simulated.
The detailed mathematical model for the process called boundaries and absorption in Fig.1 is similar with [10] and [14] . Scatter step length means the pathlength a photon can move before a scatter event happens. It is sampled as
where s is the step size, ε is random variable with uniform distribution in the interval (0,1), µ s (v) is the scatter coefficient at voxel v and dx, dy, dz are the voxel size. Random variable ε is then used to generate a sub-step length, which is used for each movement calculation. Before the program moves a photon, boundary processing step firstly estimate if the trajectory passes through refractive-index-unmatched boundaries.
Crossing point and boundary plane (a, b, c) are calculated as the same manner in [14] . The transmittance or reflection is determined by (2), which is deduced from Fresnel's formula,
where θ i is incident angle, θ t is transmitted angle, n 1 and n 2 are the refraction index on both sides of the boundary. A random variable with uniform distribution in the interval (0,1) ξ r is compared to r 0 . If ξ r ≥ r 0 , transmittance occurs and the new cosines of propagation directions µ x , µ y , µ z are:
and when ξ r < r 0 , reflection occurs and the new cosines of propagation directions µ x , µ y , µ z are as shown in equation (6) to (8) . The deduction can be found in [14] .
The absorbance is calculated by Beer-Lambert law for each sub-step and when the weight of intensity is smaller than 1 × 10 −4 , a roulette mechanism is started to decide if it is set to 0 or amplified by certain times to keep the energy conservation.
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Partial running time is recorded as marked in Fig 1, where T 0 is the time for CPU to read input file, T CG is the time to copy all necessary information to graphic card device memory, T p is the time for RNG initialization, T s is the time for the parallel simulation for one run, T GC is the time to copy the simulation result to host memory, and T w is the time to write result to file. Assuming that the CUDA kernel is launched by grid size N b blocks * N t threads per block, and the total number of photons needs to be launched is N p , then the loop will be run N p / (N b * N t ) times. 
B. OPTIMIZATION OF THE PARALLEL PROCESS
According to the synchronization mechanism of CUDA framework, one GPU run will stop only when every thread has finished its calculation. But for light propagation in biotissues, the light path differs a lot, which means the simulation time also has great variation. Therefore, when each thread is set to simulate the whole life circle of one photon, there will be lot of waiting time for the slowest photon transportation. By analyzing the Ts part in Fig 1, we notice that the simulation process of light propagation can be divided into segments by limiting the spin (scattering) number of photons. After every segment, photons packages are checked if they have been totally absorbed or travels out of the biotissue structure. If so, we set the property of this photon package to dead and calculate it no more. Since the reduce of simulation photon package number, the model is rearranged to run less loops with the same total thread number. Assuming that we have 2 20 photon packages to simulate, and we separate the simulation into five segments, where the still calculating photon package number is reduced by half. The total thread number is assumed to be 2 12 . The segmentation loop arrangement for both the plain parallel model and the optimized model are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The area under blue and red line indicates the loop number count for each segment for plain and modified parallel mode. The gap between blue and red line in Fig 2 demonstrates how the modified model utilize the threads more efficiently. The implementation of the modified model is realized follow the flow chart in Fig 3. The difference of plain and modified parallel mode is marked red. In modified mode, single GPU computation process is reduced from the whole life cycle of one photon package to only one segment, which is divided by scattering number. Accordingly, the criterion for one GPU run is changed to that if the pre-set scatter number is reached. And the CPU control part added one criterion that if simulation for all segments are finished. In this manner, the program is able to release the waiting time in plain mode when some of the packages have already finished simulation while others are not. Between the segments, storage space for photon packages are rearranged that information for packages that already finished simulation are recorded in hard disk and dropped in next segment. Since the reduced photon package number, the next segment needs fewer loops to finish all photon package simulation while the thread number is remained the same.
C. VALIDATION
To validate the proposed acceleration and optimization model, we use both the MCVM code and multi segmented aMCVM code to simulate the light propagation in a real human head structure rebuilt from the head part of visible Chinese Human (VCH) dataset [22] , which is a series of color pictures of human corpse slices. The pictures are converted to gray level and segmentation of tissue and organs are done by thresholds. Then the segmentation index arrays are stacked to rebuild the 3-D human head model shown in Fig. 4 .
The original resolution of the dataset is 0.01 cm for each layer and the thickness of each layer is 0.02 cm. It is reduced to 0.04cm for each direction for simulation. Incident photon package number is set to be 1 × 10 6 . Optical properties for each tissue type are the same as in [5] . The absorption and diffusive reflected photon intensity distribution are compared in result part.
III. RESULTS
The model of plain parallelization is first implanted in CUDA framework 9.2. Homogeneous structure is used to investigate the partial running time. Simulations with various thread number are done by an Intel I7-7700 CPU desktop computer with Nvidia GTX 1060 graphic card and the result is shown in Table 1 . The total running time is decreasing with the thread number. But the decreasing rate is much lower than the increasing rate of parallel running thread number, which means the efficiency is reducing when the parallel calculating photon number increases. On the other hand, the significantly shorter random number generation (RNG) initializing and data transfer time comparing to photon transport calculation time indicates that RNG initialization frequency is not the limitation for model optimization.
Then we simulated light transportation in the VCH head model and recorded the left photon number after 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, and 1500 scatters. The corresponding loop number for each segment is calculated. As shown in Fig 5, when the first segment is set to 250 scatters, 631,320 out of 1 million photon packages are left for further calculation. Since the thread number is set to be 4,096, therefore to finished the calculation of all photons for the first 250 scatters, it will need a loop number of 1,000,000/4,096 ≈ 245. Then the second segmentation needs only to be repeated 631,320/4,096 ≈ 155 times. As the same manner, the later segmentations have 469696, 394888, 352225, 320070, 291930 photon packages and need loop numbers of 115, 97, 86, 79, and 72. For plain parallel model, all the photon packages run through one segmentation, which is equivalent to a total loop number of 1524, while the total loop number in modified model is 859. The ratio of segmentation loop number indicates a potential boost of efficiency around 1.77 times.
The modified model is first implemented using two segments to verify the feasibility and investigate the segmentation point choice. The segmentation point is set to the scatter numbers mentioned before and the simulation for each setup is done once by a computer with Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti graphic card. It is shown in Fig. 6 that the total simulation time is changing non-unidirectionally. It decreases from 34.37 seconds to lowest 28.58 seconds when the segmentation point moves to 750 scatters and increases afterwards. The redline indicates that the optimized segmentation may be the point when the ratio of dead and alive photon packages is around 1.5.
According to the calculation of potential efficiency boost before, more segmentations will increase the efficiency. Here we implemented the modified model by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 segmentations and simulated the VCH head model using 1 million photon packages for 10 times each. The result is shown in Fig. 7 . The average simulation times are decreasing with segmentation number from 39.45 to 23.81 seconds and the efficiency comparing to plain model (1 segmentation) is 1, 1.32, 1.36, 1.58, 1.66 times higher. Comparing to the original MCVM model without graphic card acceleration, the simulation for VCH head model is 32.6 times faster.
Validation result using the VCH head structure is shown in Fig. 8 . The total absorption amount of head model is 69.98% for MCVM code and 69.70% for aMCVM code, while the 81596 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Segmentation loop arrangement for plain parallel mode and modified parallel mode.
FIGURE 8.
Simulation result of (a) diffusive reflection intensity distribution using MCVM; (b) diffusive reflection intensity distribution using aMCVM; (c) relative difference of (a) and (b); (d) absorption intensity distribution using MCVM; (e) absorption intensity distribution using aMCVM; (f) relative difference of (d) and (e).
total diffusive reflection amount is 25.85% for MCVM code and 26.55% for aMCVM code. Difference for absorption and diffusive reflection are less than 0.4% and 3.79%. The distribution for both absorption and diffusive reflection are shown in figure 5 , according to which the relative differences between parallel and serial model are in the range of 10% and 2.5%.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an GPU accelerated Monte Carlo model for 3-D voxelized media with a modified parallel mode to provide higher acceleration efficiency, which can reach a speed up of 32.6 times to the non-acceleration model and 1.66 times to plain acceleration model. The optimized model is validated by a VCH head model.
The decreasing efficiency with increasing parallel calculating photon package number in table 1 for one segment model agree with the SIMD mechanism of graphic card computation. More parallel calculating elements leads to larger code flow variation and causes the slowest thread became even slower. To efficiently utilize the waiting time of fast photons, methods to separate photons with long and short calculating time are needed. For the case of light transportation, counting scattering number is a feasible solution since generally long calculating photons go through more scatters.
The result in Fig 5 verifies that scatter numbers can be used to make segmentations. Number of photon package which still needs to be calculated is decreasing gradually with scatter number. In this case, when the threads number are kept the same, loop number would be less since the photon package number which needs to be calculated is reduced. The extra speed up ratio can be estimated by calculating the total loop numbers ratio, but the actual ratio is slightly less since there are more RNG initialization and graphic card kernel starting events in segmented model.
Theoretically optimized point is hard to be found since the relation between scatter number and alive photon number is uncertain, and the relation between segment running time and scattering number is also unknown. Therefore, two segmented version is implemented to experimentally investigate the effect of segmentation point choice. We found that around the point that the calculation finished/unfished ratio reaches 1.5, the acceleration efficiency is optimized. And According to the principle of segmentation model, more segmentations will lead to higher efficiency, which is proved in Fig. 7 . The optimized segmentation number would be a balance point where the total time of RNG initialization, kernel starting and data process between segments is equal to the time that one more segmentation can save.
The minute difference between the statistical result of the accelerated and original model validates the acceleration model. For the result of distribution, since the stochastic nature of Monte Carlo simulation, there will be variations between results even for the same configuration and simulation methods. Under this condition, the relative difference in figure 8 is reasonable and the optimized parallel mode is valid.
The acceleration ratio could be higher with graphic cards that support double precision computation better and more sophisticated parallel random number generators. Segmentation number and points can still be further investigated for higher efficiency. Multi-graphic card streaming line designed to fit the optimized parallel mode will be considered our feature work. His research interests include laser medicine, photodynamic therapy, medical opto-electronics device development, and biomedical and health engineering, big data in health engineering, and artificial intelligence algorithms. 
